
PROFILE SUMMARY:

CSE graduate with exceptional strength critical problem-solving abilities. Can easily adapt

to change and possess enthusiasm towards learning and contributing to the organization.

Highly interested to work where I can make an impact and grow my skills. Hunger to learn

new technologies and enhanced knowledge by performing challenging tasks as a software

developer.

ABHAY KUMAR

Email - akindia619@gmail.com

Mobile - 9817387469

Gurgaon, Haryana

Pin - 122011

EDUCATION:

Guru Jambheshwar University,HisarBachelor's Degree in Computer
Science & Engineering - 2018

Sarvodaya Sr. Secondary School,
Kota (Rajasthan) - 2013-14

Senior Secondary - CBSE

PROJECTS:

Name of Project: Ecommerce with angular

Link - https://ecommerce-with-angular.netlify.app/

Roles and Responsibilities: 

Component generation and its usability in the application.
Reusable components and modules in this SPA.
Implemented concepts like two-way binding.
Passing inputs and outputs to components.
Routing for providing a path to view different pages on the browser.
Use of directives to show the data.
Used angular material library to generated interactive buttons.
Source code deployment to VCS Github.
Hosting on Netlify with custom domain.

Name of Project: Fight with Corona
Link - https://bit.ly/fight_corona

Roles and Responsibilities: 

Build the structure of the webpage from scratch using HTML5.
Implemented interactive features of bootstrap 4 and jQuery.
Implemented font-awesome icons from the CDN into this project.
Good understanding of UI design.
Used CSS3 properties like flexbox, z-index, margin, padding, and colors to look the
website pretty. 
Source code deployment to VCS Github.
Hosting on Netlify with custom domain.

mailto:akindia619@gmail.com
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Name of Project: Portfolio Website

Link - https://abhaykr-dev.netlify.app/

Roles and Responsibilities: 

Build the structure of the webpage from scratch using HTML5.
Good Understanding of Responsive Web Design.
Implemented font-awesome icons from the CDN into this project.
Used CSS3 properties like flexbox, CSS background, CSS Box model to make the
website prettier.
Optimized the website for different scale devices by using features like Media
Queries.
Source code deployment to VCS Github.
Hosting on Netlify with custom domain.

TECHNICAL  PROFICIENCY:

WEB TECHNOLOGIES:  Angular 10+, TypeScript, JavaScript, CSS, HTML5.
CSS FRAMEWORKS: Bootstrap 4, Angular Material.
Others: VS Code, Notepad++, Sublime, Atom TE, Github, Notion, Jira

EXPERIENCE:

TECHNICAL SUPPORT INTERN ( OCT - DEC 2019)

VdoCipher Media Solutions Private Ltd

Worked in the role of “Technical Support Intern” to provide product and

technology support to the business customers primarily based out of the

USA and India.

Helped the company to successfully run an online campaign gathering

over 300 business customers in a duration of 2 months.

Independently handled over 150 customer queries that came from clients

all across the world through our support portal established on Zendesk.

I, Abhay Kumar hereby justify that the above-mentioned information is true as per my
knowledge and must be used only for job-related purposes.

Place - Gurgaon, Haryana                                                                           - Abhay Kumar

https://abhaykr-dev.netlify.app/

